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Abstract: In recent years, MDA techniques have been strongly developed. Thus, translation techniques such as UML to some program languages have gained a lot of attention. Translation techniques such as OCL to JML have been also researched. OCL is a language to describe detail properties of UML and standardized by OMG, while, JML is a language to specify properties of Java program. Both OCL and JML are based on DbC and able to provide properties of classes or methods. There are, however, not many researches on translating automatically OCL into JML and past researches often pay little attention to collection features, especially iteration. Our research group has proposed a concrete method which translates UML class diagram with OCL into Java skeleton with JML. This paper presents an implementation tool based on the technique. To evaluate the quality of the tool, we applied the tool to two real examples, a warehouse management program and a syllabus management system. As a result, we found that every OCL constraint described manually was translated successfully into JML. Also, we found some defects existed in the design of a syllabus management system.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, MDA (Model Driven Architecture) (Kleppe et al., 2003) techniques have been strongly developed. Thus, translation techniques such as UML to some program languages have gained a lot of attention.

Translation techniques such as OCL (Object Management Group, 2006) to JML (Leavens et al., 1999) have also been studied. OCL is a language to describe detailed properties of UML and standardized by OMG (Object Management Group), while, JML is a language to specify properties of a Java program. JML aims for describing more detail properties than OCL does. Both OCL and JML are based on DbC (Design by Contract) (Meyer, 1992) and able to provide properties of classes or methods. There are not, however, many researches on translating automatically OCL into JML, and past researches often pay little attention to collection features, especially iteration. The problem should be solved because the iteration feature is necessary and widely used.

We have already proposed a concrete method which translates a UML class diagram with OCL into a Java skeleton with JML (Owashi et al., 2010). This paper presents a tool implementing the method.

The tool is applied to two real examples, a warehouse management program and a syllabus management system, which consist of seven classes and 60 classes, respectively. As a result, we found that every OCL constraint described manually was translated successfully into JML. In addition, 86% of them are translated into the same form of JML described manually and independently. The translation time is less than seven seconds for the syllabus management system. Consequently we can conclude that our tool can practically translate OCL statements.

The contributions to the field are the following three items. The first one is implementation of the translation tool as an Eclipse plug-in. The tool supports iteration feature that is not supported by a lot of existing research of translation from OCL to JML. The second one is that the proposal method utilizes external libraries (including Java standard libraries and third party’s libraries) to improve the utility of the translation tool. The last one is an evaluation of the translation tool. We carried out evaluation experiment onto real projects.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Sec.2 describes the background of this research and related work. Sec.3 presents overview of our tool. Sec.4 and Sec.5 will give experimental results and
discussions, respectively. Finally, Sec.6 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we present background of our research such as some techniques and related works.

2.1 OCL and JML

OCL details properties of UML models. It is standardized by OMG. UML diagram alone cannot express rich semantics of and all relevant information about the target design. OCL allows describing precisely the additional constraints on the objects and entities in a UML model.

JML is a language to detail constraints of Java methods or objects (Leavens et al., 1999). The constraints are based on DbC. It is easy for novices to describe properties in JML because the syntax of JML is similar to that of Java.

2.2 Related Work

Hamie (Hamie, 2004) proposed a method which translates from OCL into JML based on syntax conversion techniques. Rodion and Alessandra (Rodion and Alessandra, 2006) enhanced the technique of Hamie (Hamie, 2004). They proposed translation techniques of Tuple type operations and a part of Collection type operations. Moreover, they implemented these techniques. Specifically, OCL operations that do not correspond operations of JML or Java directly such as $\text{setOfSets} \rightarrow \text{flatten}()$ were solved by defining generalized libraries like expression (1)

$$\text{JMLTools.flatten(setOfSets)}$$

Avila et al. (Avila et al., 2008) proposed a method which reduces differences of collection operations among OCL and JML. They also provide a Java class library which interprets some of OCL statements. These methods, however, do not enough support an iterate feature that is the most basic operation among collection loop operations. An iterate feature is an operation which applies an expression given as its argument to each element of a collection which is also given as its another argument.

$$\text{Set\{1,2,3\} \rightarrow iterate(i: \text{Integer}; sum : \text{Integer} = 0 | sum + i)}$$

Expression (2) defines an operation that returns a value which represents a sum of all elements in Set.

In expression (2), the first argument ($i : \text{Integer}$) defines an iterator variable. The second argument ($\text{sum} : \text{Integer} = 0$) defines a variable which is used to store the return value and its initialization. The third argument ($\text{sum} + i$) stands for an expression that is executed iteratively in the loop.

Our research group proposed a technique to resolve this problem by inserting a Java method that is semantically equal to each OCL loop feature (Owashi et al., 2010). It is worthful that the algorithm deals with the iterate feature because an iterate feature is widely used.

Expression (3) shows the general format of an iterate feature. The variables $e, init, body$ and $c$ mean an iterator variable, a declaration of the return value and its initialization, an expression executed in the loop, and a Collection type variable respectively.

$$c \rightarrow \text{iterate}(e; \text{init} | \text{body})$$

In Figure 1 shows a general format of our newly created method. The keywords $\mu()$, $T_1, T_2$ and the variable $res$ mean a function which translates an OCL expression into a Java expression, a variable declared in $\text{init}$, a variable $e$, and the name of a variable declared in $\text{init}$ respectively.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we will present the implementation of our translation tool. Figure 2 shows a brief overview of our translation tool. We have implemented the tool as an Eclipse plug-in. In this section, firstly, we show the detailed explanation about the implementation of the parser of OCL. Secondly, we explain in detail about how to support the external type information. Finally, we list parts of translation rules from OCL statements to JML statements.

3.1 Translation from UML to Java

We utilize an existing resource to translate from UML to Java. Papyrus UML (Eclipse Foundation, 2012a) is used as roles of drawing UML and translation from
3.2 Implementation of OCL Parser

Firstly, we describe the parser generator. We use ANTLR (Parr, 2007) for the parser generator. ANTLR automatically generates a parser using LL(k) parsing. ANTLR supports Java as an output language. It generates not only a parser but also its associate lexical analyzer. Paper (Object Management Group, 2006) defines EBNF of OCL. It contains some modification in EBNF. Therefore, we modify the EBNF. As a result, the grammar of OCL statements is constructed by EBNF with the size of 50 non-terminal symbols and 100 generation rules.

Secondly, we describe a method to support for external libraries. We designed the OCL parser to parse only two kinds of types. One is a defined type by a user. The other is a standard type in OCL. It is, however, difficult to design without using the standard library of Java and external packages developed by third parties. For this reason, the translation tool needs to use information on types of external libraries and the standard library. There are several approaches. One approach is that the translation tool is applied to UML class diagrams with extra diagrams that have enough information on standard library and third parties libraries. These extra diagrams are prepared by a user in advance. The other approach is that the OCL parser accepts directly information on such extra types. There are, however, vast amounts of classes in the standard library. Also, flexible acceptance of external libraries seems difficult. For these reasons, we choose the first approach. In order to obtain UML class diagrams with extra diagrams, we use Java2UML (Atos Origin TOPCASED Team, 2006). The input is a Java project or a package folder. The output is UML diagrams corresponding to the Java files in the input directory. We improved Java2UML, so that it can read a single Java file specified in the input. It also obtains super classes of the input class. From the information, a user can specify a subset of super classes that are needed for further analysis.

Finally, we describe translation rules of OCL statement to JML statement. The set of the translation rules is defined in Owashi (Owashi et al., 2010). We, however, defined new translation rules due to the set of the translation rules are not sufficient. Table 1 is a set of new translation rules. The number of whole rules is about 150.

A translation function of an OCL statement to a JML statement is expressed by $\mu$ in the same manner as (Hamie, 2004). Any Integer, Real and Boolean are expressed by $a_i$. Any Collection is expressed by $c_i$.

4 EXPERIMENTS

This section will explain experiments in detail. We conducted two experiments. The first experiment uses a small project (Experiment 1). The second experiment (Experiment 2) is larger than Experiment 1.

4.1 Preparation of Experiment

We need OCL statements and ideal JML statements for reference. OCL statements are used to generate JML statements by our translation tool. Ideal JML statements are used to compare and analyze generated JML statements by我们的 translation tool as references. The project of Experiment 1, however, does not have OCL statements. In order to perform Experiment 1, we described OCL statements. The OCL statements
are syntactically identical and logically equivalent to ideal JML statements.

The project used in Experiment 2 does not have not only OCL statements but also JML statements. We, however, need both data in order to perform an Experiment 2. Therefore, firstly, we described JML statements on the basis of the specification which is read from the codes and comments of javadoc. Secondly, we checked the correctness of the JML statements by running test cases with a runtime assertion checker, JMLrac. Finally, we described OCL statements that are syntactically identical and logically equivalent to ideal JML statements.

In order to evaluate the quality of JML statements generated by the translation tool, we measured three items, coverage, recall ratio, and execution time of the runtime assertion checker.

Here, firstly we provide a metric for the coverage. We define the coverage by Expression (4), where \( C_{\text{all}} \) and \( C_{\text{translatable}} \) are the number of pre-conditions and post-conditions, and the number of statements translated by the translation tool, respectively.

\[
\text{Coverage} = \frac{C_{\text{translatable}}}{C_{\text{all}}} \quad (4)
\]

Secondly, we provide the recall ratio. We define the recall ratio by Expression (5), where \( C_{\text{equal}} \) is the number of statements which are translated by the translation tool and are identical to the corresponding ideal JML statement. Here, “corresponding” stands for syntactical and logical equivalence.

\[
\text{recall ratio} = \frac{C_{\text{equal}}}{C_{\text{translatable}}} \quad (5)
\]

Finally, we compare execution times of runtime assertion checker, JMLrac by applying source codes with JML statements generated by the translation tool and that with ideal JML statements. We use JML4c (Sarcar and Cheon, 2010) and JML4rt (Sarcar and Cheon, 2010) as a JML compiler and a runtime assertion checker, respectively. As far as we know, JML4c is the only compiler that supports enhanced for-loop and generics. Also for a given executable file generated by JML4c, JML4rt checks consistency between runtime values of variables and the constraints given by the JML statements. When some of constraints of JML statements violate to the runtime values of variables, JML4rt outputs the location of violated point and the values of variables at the location.

### 4.2 Environment of Experiments

Evaluations have been performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo E7300 2.66GHz 2.67GHz HP Compaq dx7500 Microtower with 4GB RAM running Windows Vista 64bit.

### 4.3 Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we evaluated the quality of the translation using the warehouse management program. It consists of seven classes. Table 2 shows components of the warehouse management program in details. It (Owashi et al., 2008) has correct JML statements by the past research. In Experiment 1, we add OCL statements for 20 methods.

In Experiment 1, as we described, JML statements have already been fully annotated. We selected three core classes and annotated OCL statements. For the three classes, we can translate every OCL statements into correct JML statements. Consequently, Coverage and recall ratio are both 100 %, which indicates the power of the tool. Also, we observed execution times of both cases. The results show that there is no distinguishing execution time of manual JML statements from that of JML statements by the translation tool.

Execution time of translation from OCL statements to JML statement is 20ms. Also, execution time of translation from abstract tree of OCL to abstract tree of JML is 1ms. Therefore, if we describe OCL statements to all attributes and all methods of the program, perhaps execution time of translation from these OCL statements (about one hundred statements) to JML statement will be about 2 sec.

### 4.4 Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we evaluated the quality of translation tool by data of educational material of IT-Spiral (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2010). The project is a syllabus management system of Wakayama University. The system consists of 200 classes, and we choose core 60 classes and annotate 400 methods in the chosen classes. Table 3 shows parts of OCL statements and JML statements.

Table 4 shows the result of translation from OCL statements of the syllabus management system to JML statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th># of methods</th>
<th># of lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ContainerItem</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReceptionDesk</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StockState</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
/*@ requires this.getDAO(UserDAO.class) != null; @}*/

public void save(final User user)
throws ServiceException{
    getDAO(UserDAO.class).save(user);
}

Figure 3: Save method of UserServiceImpl class.

JML statements. It shows that the coverage and the recall ratio are 89.9% and 86.0%, respectively. All OCL statements are translated to JML statements. The JML statement that is not identical to ideal JML statement is constraints with iteration feature.

Half of JML statements are not translated due to following two cases.
1. JML statements including class literal
2. JML statements including an array expression

For example, JML statement includes class literal shown in Figure 3. We could not describe the statement as OCL statements. We described “requires this.getDAO(UserDAO.class) != null;” as JML in the save method because the method must check that DAO is not null as pre-condition. UserDAO class is, however, the class literal; we could not describe the corresponding OCL statements.

Figure 4 shows the example statements including arrays. The post-condition checks that values in this.kyoukasho have the same values in the array of parameter. OCL, however, uses Sequence instead of the array; we cannot describe the corresponding OCL statements. We will explain the details in Section 5.

5 DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Some Observations on the Results

The translation tool can translate 90 percent out of all OCL statements in 60 classes into JML statements. We, however, could not translate the following JML statements to OCL statements: assignable keyword, class literal, and arrays.

There is not a keyword corresponding to “assignable” in OCL. Also, there is not concept of class literal in OCL because class literal is a proper concept in Java language. OCL does not define arrays, but Sequence type is provided to represent a list structure. Sequence is an indexed bag (multi-element set). It supports insertAt() and prepend() features, thus Sequence can be translated into List in Java. Our tool also translates in the above manner. On the other hand, there are few demands to translate sequence feature into an array. It is, however, arguable that it supports translation from sequences to multi dimension arrays for some reasons such as efficiency.

5.2 Threats to Validity

Here, we simply summarize threats to validity. As external threats to validity, we can say the number of experiments is not enough. Therefore, we cannot generalize the results and discussion. We, however, choose real examples; the tendency can be inferred. Of course, to obtain more precise data, we have to apply the tool to more applications.

As internal threats to validity, we can enumerate (1) that we have constructed OCL statements manually from JML statements and (2) that we do not

Table 3: The number of classes and methods which are annotated in OCL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th># of classes</th>
<th># of methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ServiceImpl</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAO</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Util</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The result of Experiment 2 to the syllabus management system.

| The number of JML statements by hand(Call) | 602 |
| The number of OCL statements             | 541 |
| The number of translated JML statements  | 541 |
| by the tool(Ctranslatable)               | 541 |
| The number of match of translated JML    | 465 |
| statements and ideal JML statements(Cequal) | 465 |
| The number of match by inserting methods | 57  |
translate all OCL statement of all class in both Ex-
periments.

As for (1), if OCL statements are described by a
person who knows about detail of translation al-
gorithm of our tool, it may be said that the OCL
statements include a problem in our experiments. OCL
statements, however, are described manually by a per-
son who does not know about detail of our transla-
tion tool. We think this shows the validity of the OCL
statements in our experiments.

As for (2), we choose core classes of both cases.
For example, Experiment 2 uses core classes that are
used to access its database. We analyzed syntactically
all patterns that are covered in the description. Also,
the main objective of the experiments is how many
OCL statements are translated into JML statements.
We think it is not serious problem that we cannot an-
notate to every class.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a tool which translates OCL in-
cluding iteration features into JML. On implementa-
tion of the tool, we enhance our tool to be able to deal
with external libraries that are not included in design
projects such as Java standard library. We applied our
tool to two real examples, a warehouse management
program and a syllabus management system. As a re-
result, we found that 90% of necessary constraints were
well translated, and 86% of constraints were trans-
lated into suitable expressions. The translation time
in which about 600 OCL expressions are translated is
less than seven seconds. Consequently we can con-
clude that our tool can translate in practical time.

Future work includes reverse translation from
JML to OCL. Implementing mutual transformation
between OCL and JML by use of Xtext (Eclipse
Foundation, 2012b) is considerable as future work.
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